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1 Function

The ServoMonDMTmonitor watches over key servo control channels for particu-
lar known pathologies that indicate excess noise due to unintended gain changes,
imminent servo instability or growth of a narrow-band excitation. Triggers are
sent to the MetaDataBase when these pathologies are detected.

2 Algorithm

The algorithms for detecting pathologies are relatively simple. Power spectral
densities are estimated from averaging consecutive periodograms, and excesses
over nominal expectations in speci�ed frequency bands are agged. The ex-
pectations are de�ned in the con�guration �le read by the monitor at start-up.
The conditions de�ned in the con�guration �le are a subset of the standard
DMT operational state conditions[1]. While those conditions allow monitoring
of shape changes, independent of total power in a data channel, we have chosen
in the pathology monitors implemented to date to threshold on absolute band-
limited powers. At present, monitoring is carried out only when both arms of
an interferometer are locked, de�ned by the same criteria used in the LockLoss
DMT monitor[2]. ServoMon is meant to evolve with time, as more pathologies
to ag come to light. This document describes the pathologies monitored to
date and itself is expected to evolve with time as a \living document". The
following subsections describe the presently monitored pathologies.

2.1 Mode Cleaner power excess at high frequencies

In the E2 engineering run using the Hanford 2K interferometer, it was ob-
served that power at frequencies above 3 kHz underwent occasional, sustained
broadband enhancments, indicating increased noise, presumably from drifting,
non-optimal gains in that servo controls system. A simple monitor was set up
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during E2 and later applied to the Livingston 4K Mode Cleaner feedback signal
for the E3 and later engineering runs.

Speci�cally, ServoMon monitors power in the XX:IOO-MC F channel in the
frequency range 3000Hz to 7000Hz, where the XX in the channel name is to be
replaced by H1, H2, or L1, for the Hanford 4K, 2K, and Livingston 4K interfer-
ometers, respectively. In general, thresholds used must be tuned from time to
time as interferometer conditions change (e.g.,, laser power, photodiode gains)
and are set to approximately 20

2.2 Violin mode 1st harmonic excitation

In the E4 engineering run using the Livingston 4K interferometer, it was ob-
served that the 1st harmonic of a large optic violin mode was at one point
strongly excited at a frequency near 686 Hz. The excitation was strong enough
to dominate the dynamic range of both the common and di�erential mode arm
servo control channels. A similar phenomenon was seen repeatedly in the E5
engineering run using the Hanford 2K inteferometer. The ServoMonmonitor has
consequently been enhanced to monitor power excesses in the 680-690 Hz band
(to be conservative in �nding other, so-far-unseen large optic violin harmonics).

Speci�cally, ServoMon monitors power in the XX:LSC-DARM CTRL channel in
the frequency range 680Hz to 690Hz, where the XX in the channel name is
to be replaced by H1, H2, or L1, for the Hanford 4K, 2K, and Livingston 4K
interferometers, respectively. In general, thresholds used must be tuned from
time to time as interferometer conditions change (e.g.,, laser power, photodiode
gains) and are set to approximately 20.

3 Triggers

The monitor sends a trigger to the MetaDataBase whenever the threshold de-
�ned for a given pathology condition is exceeded while both arms are locked.
The following table lists the presently de�ned trigger labels:

Trigger Name

MC problem

DARM violin 1st harmonic

Table 1: Trigger set

4 DMT Viewer Interface

The ServoMon monitor also serves data for display in the DMT Viewer pro-
gram. At present, the data served are 6-hour histories of latched alarms for
each pathology condition that is monitored.
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5 Implementation

ServoMon uses the OperStateCondList DMT class to de�ne conditions. For
illustration, the con�guration �le used to monitor excess Mode Cleaner noise
at high frequencies during the E5 engineering run for the Hanford 2K is shown
below:

#

# OSC configuration for monitoring servo instabilities

#

include "LockLoss_WA.conf" # gets lock state conditions

MC_F_peaking abspowerabove "H2:IOO-MC_F" freqlo=3000 freqhi=7000 threshold=35.

MC_problem boolean "Both_arms_locked & MC_F_peaking"

6 Known Bugs

ServoMon trigger entries in the MetaDataBase through the end of the E5 engi-
neering run have time stamps that are exactly one second later than intended.
The bug was corrected in the source code after E5.
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